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That’s because humans are cre-
ative.  We are addicted to Making The 
Thing That Is Not.1 

We cannot help ourselves.
So yes, you are creative.  Unless you are a dog or a 

houseplant.

1. Think about it: where there wasn’t a poem, now there is.  Where 
there wasn’t a song, now there is. Where there wasn’t a painting or a 
drawing… You get the idea.
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What Is LIchtenbergIanIsm?

Don’t worry about that right now. We’ll talk about it 
later.

Right now I want to talk 
about Wolfgang Amadeus 
Mozart. You probably know 
his name; I hope you know his 
music.2

Mozart was one of the few 
absolute geniuses that we 
humans have ever produced. 
This is just fact. You will not 
find anyone who will argue 
against this fact.

When he was five years old, he had his first public 
appearance performing in concert, on both the violin and 
the piano.

When he was eight, he wrote his first symphony.
When he was twelve, he wrote his first opera.
When he was 26, he got married against his father’s 

wishes.
When he was 30, he wrote his most popular opera, 

The Marriage of Figaro.
When he was 36, he died.

2. If you don’t, what a grand adventure you have before you! Start 
with his wind concertos: clarinet, bassoon (my favorite), flute (2), 
French horn (4).  You won’t regret it.  Search YouTube for “Mozart 
bassoon concerto” and go from there.

W. A. Mozart (1756–1791)
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Everything we know about him indicates that the 
music came straight out of his head and onto the paper 
in one pure and perfect stream. He never seemed to stop 
to think what came next. He never seemed to go back to 
correct anything.

MUSIC NERD TALK:
When you write music for more than one instrument, 

you have to produce a score, which has all the instru-
ments on one page, like this:
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…and then you have to copy out the parts for each 
instrument.3

Here’s a string quartet:

3. Yes, in the old days, you literally had to hand-write every part. 
People made a living doing this. They were called copyists.
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We know for a fact that Mozart could write a string 
quartet in his head while riding in a coach, and then 
when he finally got to pen and paper he would write out 
the parts first, only later filling out the score.

Who does that kind of thing??
A genius, that’s who.4

4. Also, maybe a genius who liked showing off, like Mozart.
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AND WE DON’T HAVE TO DO THAT. And by “that” 
I mean we don’t have to produce perfect work straight 
out of our heads, ever.  That’s not the way this creativity 
thing works.
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For reaL, What Is LIchtenbergIanIsm?

Lichtenbergianism started as a joke.  One day some 
friends and I were arguing online about music, and one 
of us posted a quote:

“To do the opposite is also a form of imitation.”
The author of this 

quote was Georg Chris-
toph Lichtenberg, an 18th-
century physics professor 
in Germany. He did many 
cool things — we have 
printers because of his 
discoveries — but he failed 
to do many other things 

because he was always procrastinating. He simply put off 
doing the work!

My friends and I were the same way.  We had a lot of 
great ideas for stories and songs and plays, and some-
times we would start on them, but we almost never 
finished them.5

So we formed The Lichtenbergian Society to celebrate 
the idea that procrastination was key to the creative pro-
cess. No, it doesn’t make sense.  How can you be creative 
if you never get anything done? Mostly The Lichtenber-
gian Society was just an excuse to get together and hang 
out.

5. Does this sound like you and your friends? Good!

G. C. Lichtenberg (1742–1799)
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But after five years of getting together to celebrate our 
procrastination, we noticed a weird thing. All of us were 
doing more than we had before! Jeff was writing books — 
I was composing music — Mike was writing and starring 
in plays.  How was this possible?

Here is part of the answer.6 Imagine some guy, some 
random guy.  We’ll call him THAT GUY.

You choose: does THAT GUY want to write music or 
books?

If THAT GUY wants to write music, turn to p. 11. 
If he wants to write books, turn to p. 13.

6. The rest of this book is the rest of the answer.
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Imagine THAT GUY decides he wants to write music, 
and THAT GUY decides to compare himself to Mozart.

Faced with Mozart’s fearsome perfection, THAT GUY 

decides he shouldn’t even bother trying to write music.  
After all, he will never be as good as Mozart.

And he’s right.  He never will.7

Neither will you or I, but you and I know that we 
don’t have to be. We only have to be as good as we can 
be.  That’s what this book is about.  Memorize this: Fail-
ure is always an option.

Plus, who on earth compares themselves to Mozart? 
Don’t be THAT GUY.

TURN TO PAGE 15.

7. Especially if he never risks it.
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Imagine THAT GUY decides he wants to write books, 
and THAT GUY decides to compare himself to J.K. Rowl-
ing.

Faced with Rowling’s incredible creation, THAT GUY 
decides he shouldn’t even bother trying to write books.  
After all, he will never be as good as J.K. Rowling.

And he’s right.  He never will.8

Neither will you or I, but you and I know that we 
don’t have to be. We only have to be as good as we can 
be.  That’s what this book is about.  Memorize this: Fail-
ure is always an option.

Plus, who on earth compares themselves to J.K. Rowl-
ing? Don’t be THAT GUY.

TURN TO PAGE 15

8. Especially if he never risks it.
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so Why do We thInk We’re “supposed” to be per-
Fect LIke mozart or J.k. roWLIng? 

Why do so many people say they are not “creative”?
Mostly these days it’s because we are surrounded by 

magic.  Every movie or TV show we see, every song we 
hear, every book we read — they’re perfect, aren’t they? 
Just like THAT GUY, we think we cannot possibly do 
anything that good, and so we do not try.

We think you have to go to school to be an artist or a 
musician or a writer.9

We think you have to be a genius to be an artist or a 
musician or a writer.10

We think you have to be famous to be an artist or a 
musician or a writer.11

What do people say when offered a chance to cre-
ate art? “Oh, I can’t even draw a straight line.”12 We just 
don’t think we can do it. We are all afraid of failure.

9. You don’t.
10. You don’t.
11. You don’t.  YOU’RE A KID, REMEMBER?
12. I have two answers to that: 1) No one’s asking you to draw a 
straight line; and 2) If you need to draw a straight line, get a ruler.
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Try this.  Copy this letter and mail it to your favorite 
author or singer or artist.13  Go ahead.  I’ll wait.

13. Or email or tweet.  Whatever.
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What was their answer? It was something like this, 
wasn’t it?
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Don’t confuse creativity with training. 
Don’t confuse creativity with “genius” (like Mozart/

Rowling).
Don’t confuse creativity with fame.

Creativity is just Making the thing that is not.

Let’s look at the Lichtenbergian Precepts.
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What Is a precept?

A precept14 is a general rule, a way to guide your be-
havior or your thinking.

We have nine Precepts. Each one is simple to under-
stand and easy to put into practice.

1. Task Avoidance
2. Waste Books
3. Abortive Attempts
4. Gestalt
5. Successive Approximation
6. Ritual
7. Steal From the Best
8. Audience
9. Abandonment

That’s just the list.  Don’t worry about understanding 
them right now. 

Here’s what you need to know:
You don’t do the Precepts “in order.”
Precept #1 is not “more important” than #9.
They are all connected to each other, and each one has 

more than one meaning.

14. PREE-sept
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Taken together, they will give you permission to 
create without worrying about having to produce some-
thing “perfect.”

Only Mozart can do that — and he’s dead.

What I’ll do in each chapter is explain the Precept 
and give some examples of how artists have used it in the 
past. I’ll also give you some ways you can use it for your 
own creative work.

Ready?


